A locomotion mechanism with external magnetic guidance for active capsule endoscope.
Gastrointestinal (GI) disorder is one of the most common diseases in human body. The swallowable wireless capsule endoscopy has been proved to be a convenient, painless and effective way to examine the whole GI tract. However, lack of motion control makes the movement of the capsule substantially random, resulting in missing diagnosis. In this paper, a locomotion mechanism is developed for the next-generation active capsule endoscope. An internal actuator integrated on-board the capsule is designed to provide driving force and improve the dexterity. A small permanent magnet enclosed inside the capsule interacts with an external magnetic field to control the capsule's orientation and offer extra driving force. This mechanism avoids sophisticated and bulky control system and reduces power consumption inside the capsule. Ex-vivo experimental results showed that it can make a controllable movement inside the porcine large intestine. The mechanism also has the potential to be a platform for further development, such as devices of operations, spraying medicine, biopsy etc.